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The solution is to format the computer. Many documents related to our beloved language are always been kept hidden and these are just a few of them. Copyright @ 2010
JagJusticiaLearn.com. All Rights Reserved. Although all files and folders on our hosting server are encrypted for security reasons, we are not responsible for any loss of privacy

or confidential data during the download. If you are a representative of the copyright holder of this file or any other content and wish to remove this file from our server
please simply contact us. JagJusticiaLearn.com is not affiliated with any person or organization mentioned on its pages.Q: Activity in background - Android I am new to

Android. I have gone through the process of starting a new activity. My question is: Is it possible to keep the activity running in the background for an app in general, even if
the user is not on it? In other words, can the user leave the home screen and come back at any moment later without the activity being "reactivated". A: No, you can't keep
activity running in the background. The Android framework deactivates the activity of an application, when the application is not focused. That is, it is not visible to the user,

though the activity is still running. The usual strategy for being able to come back and find the activity is as following: Define a permanent process. There are two ways to get
this done: use services, use the process component in activities. In both cases, the permanent process remains alive, no matter what other applications are running. Why
your question: There is a misconception that you might have about the concept "background activity". Those activities start when the user starts an activity, and they are

then running on a background thread of the main application's process. Q: Can't convert date value to yyyy-mm-dd format in view in ASP.Net MVC I have a view (in ASP.Net
MVC 3) which is returning a list of orders which have an End date. My table looks like this: Name | Date | End date ------------------------------------------- Adam | 2016-01-15 |

2016-01-15 Adam | 2016-01-16 c6a93da74d
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